Multi-stage freezing of HEUR polymer networks with magnetite nanoparticles†
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We observe a change in the segmental dynamics of hydrogels based on hydrophobically modified ethoxylated urethanes (HEUR) when hydrophobic magnetite nanoparticles (MNPs) are embedded in the hydrogels. The dynamics of the nanocomposite hydrogels is investigated using dielectric relaxation spectroscopy (DRS) and neutron spin echo (NSE) spectroscopy. The magnetic nanoparticles within the hydrophobic domains of the HEUR polymer network increase the size of these domains and their distance. The size increase leads to a dilution of the polymers close to the hydrophobic domain, allowing higher mobility of the smallest polymer blobs close to the “center”. This is reflected in the decrease of the activation energy of the β-process detected in the DRS data. The increase in distance leads to an increase of the size of the largest hydrophilic polymer blobs. Therefore, the segmental dynamics of the largest blobs is slowed down. At short time scales, i.e. $10^{-9} \, s < \tau < 10^{-3} \, s$, the suppression of the segmental dynamics is reflected in the α-relaxation processes detected in the DRS data and in the decrease of the relaxation rate $\Gamma$ of the segmental motion in the NSE data with increasing concentration of magnetic nanoparticles. The stepwise (multi-stage) freezing of the small blobs is only visible for the pure hydrogel at low temperatures. On the other hand, the glass transition temperature ($T_g$) decreases upon increasing the MNP loading, indicating an acceleration of the segmental dynamics at long time scales ($\tau \sim 100 \, s$). Therefore, it would be possible to tune the $T_g$ of the hydrogels by varying the MNP concentration. The contribution of the static inhomogeneities to the total scattering function $S_\eta(q)$ is extracted from the NSE data, revealing a more ordered gel structure than the one giving rise to the total scattering function $S(q)$, with a relaxed correlation length $\xi_{\text{NSE}} = (43 \pm 5) \, \text{Å}$ which is larger than the fluctuating correlation length from a static investigation $\xi_{\text{SANS}} = (17.2 \pm 0.3) \, \text{Å}$. \n
1. Introduction

The research on polymer based nanocomposites with inorganic nanoparticles has extended to a broad scientific area, which is very active, mainly driven by improved or even novel material properties. One actual trend in the field of nanocomposite polymer hydrogels focuses on systems composed of polymers such as poly(ethylene oxide), poly(acrylamide), or poly(vinyl alcohol) in combination with magnetic nanoparticles.1–7 In particular, such composites can form magnetic hydrogels. The use of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) as the inorganic components in the nanocomposite hydrogel formulation leads to a wide variety of applications, such as cancer treatment,8 separation devices,9 electromagnetic waves absorbers10 and sensors.11 A crucial point in the formulation of such composite systems is the control of the nanoparticle dispersion in the polymer hydrogel matrix. Therefore, it is important to determine the morphology of these systems. Moreover, in the case of nanocomposites combining polymer hydrogels with MNPs, the analysis of the magnetic relaxation of the dispersed nanoparticles allows us to distinguish between physically entrapped and mobile nanoparticles.1

Frequently, diblock copolymer templates have been used to guide specially coated MNPs in the polymer matrix to get good control on the MNP dispersion.12–19 Recently, the combination of copolymers with hydrophobic and hydrophilic parts and MNPs gained interest due to the improved formulation possibilities, as properly coated nanoparticles can be guided to the corresponding segments of the copolymer.20 In the present work, we present a nanocomposite hydrogel based on hydrophobically modified ethoxylated urethane (HEUR) polymers with embedded core–shell magnetite ($\text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4$) nanoparticles (Fig. 1). The HEUR are telechelic polymers, because of the
two alkyl chains (A) at both ends of the water soluble main chain. In our case, the main chain is PEO (C) alternating with small linear polyurethane segments (B) (see Fig. 1(a)). Among the different kinds of structures that these kinds of polymers can form in water,21−25 at high polymer concentration ($\phi_{\text{poly}} > 10$ wt%), they form a complex extended network with aggregates composed of the hydrophobic ends which act as crosslinks between the hydrophilic main chains (see Fig. 1(b)). The MNPs are coated with oleic acid and oleylamine, which make them hydrophobic, allowing the interaction with the hydrophobic ends of the HEUR polymer (Fig. 1(c)). In our previous study, the structural characterization of these systems was carried out by small angle neutron scattering (SANS).20

We focused on the determination of the influence of the MNP on the repeat distance, i.e. the distance between the hydrophobic domains in the polymer network, revealing that, with increasing MNP concentration, the repeat distance also increases. When the MNPs are added to the HEUR hydrogel, clusters of MNPs are also formed. In Fig. 1(d) a TEM image of the nanocomposite with 1 wt% MNPs is shown, and the MNP clusters are well visible. In the inset, the SANS profiles of the nanocomposites as hydrogels are shown with increasing MNP concentration (from $\phi_{\text{MNP}} = 0$ wt% up to $\phi_{\text{MNP}} = 1$ wt%) showing the correlation peak associated with the repeat distance at $q \sim 0.062$ Å$^{-1}$.

In this work, we investigate the dynamics of the same systems using two techniques: dielectric relaxation spectroscopy (DRS) and neutron spin echo (NSE) measurements. DRS allows us to measure the imaginary part of the permittivity $\varepsilon''$, also called the dielectric loss, as a function of the frequency $\omega$ of the applied electric field, which is associated with the energy dissipation related to the dipole relaxations. The frequency range investigated by DRS is between $10^{-3}$ Hz and $10^{10}$ Hz, therefore the investigated dynamics lies in the time range of milliseconds up to several seconds. On the other hand, NSE is a powerful tool to measure the coherent intermediate time-dependent scattering function, $S(q,t)$, on the nanoseconds timescale ($10^9$ Hz) and on the nanometer length scale. Even though these two techniques probe different time-scales, they often probe the same type of dynamics,26,27 and can therefore complement each other in the study of the polymer dynamics.

2. Experimental

2.1 Materials

The telechelic polymer used for the polymer matrix is the so-called TAFIGEL PUR 61 (25% water emulsion), $M_w = 8900$ g mol$^{-1}$ (with $M_w/M_0 = 1.04$) which was purchased from Münzing Chemie GmbH.

For the MNP synthesis, iron(III) acetylacetonate (Fe(acac)$_3$, 99.9%), 1,2-hexadecanediol (C$_{14}$H$_{29}$CH(OH)CH$_2$(OH), 90%), oleylamine (OAM, C$_8$H$_{17}$NH$_2$, 70%), oleic acid (OA, C$_{18}$H$_{35}$COOH, 99%) phenyl ether (C$_{12}$H$_{10}$O, 99%), and solvents (hexane, ethanol) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich.

2.2 Hydrophobic magnetite nanoparticle synthesis

The coated magnetite nanoparticles were synthesized by a thermal decomposition of iron Fe(0) salt according to the procedure reported by Wang et al.28 Briefly, 0.71 g of Fe(acac)$_3$ (2 mmol) was mixed in 20 mL of phenyl ether with 2 mL of oleic acid (6 mmol) and 2 mL of oleylamine (4 mmol) under a nitrogen atmosphere with vigorous magnetic stirring and 2.58 g (10 mmol) of 1,2-hexadecanediol was added into the solution. The solution was heated to 200 °C and refluxed for 2 h. After refluxing, the solution was cooled to room temperature and ethanol was added to it. The reaction product was separated by centrifuging using a Sigma 3K30 centrifuge at 10 000 rpm for 20 minutes and dispersed in hexane in order to obtain a stock solution of magnetite nanoparticles (total Fe concentration: $3.6 \pm 0.2$ g L$^{-1}$).

2.3 Hydrogel nanocomposite preparation

The nanocomposites in the hydrogel state were obtained by mixing 1 mL of telechelic polymer emulsion in D$_2$O (25 wt%) and 0.42 mL of the 3.6 g L$^{-1}$ stock solution of hydrophobic
MNs in order to achieve a hydrophobic MNP concentration of 0.46 wt% (with respect to the polymer mass) in the gel. We prepared the hydrogel with a concentration of hydrophobic MNPs of 0.80 wt% by adding 0.76 mL of the hydrophobic MNP solution (3.6 g L\(^{-1}\)) to the telechelic polymer emulsion in D\(_2\)O (25 wt%).

### 2.4 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements

Glass transition and crystallization/melting events were investigated in a nitrogen atmosphere in the temperature range from −160 to 100 °C using a TA Instruments Q200 series calorimeter. The samples were placed into aluminum pans (13.99 mg, 13.85 mg and 14.8 mg of the pure, with 0.46 wt% MNPs and with 0.80 wt% MNP films, respectively). Cooling and heating rates were fixed at 20 K min\(^{-1}\).

### 2.5 Dielectric relaxation spectroscopy (DRS) measurements

Three HEUR hydrogels 25 wt% (aq) differing in MNP content (0 wt%, 0.46 wt% and 0.80 wt%) were investigated by DRS. A few mg of each sample were placed between the gold plated electrodes (diameter 20 mm) of a liquid sample cell BDS1308. Silica spacers with a diameter of 0.5 mm were used for electric isolation and control of the sample thickness. The resulting parallel plate capacitor was mounted in a cryostat and its isolation and control of the sample thickness. The detector for the sample was the cryostat window. The temperature was controlled by a heated gas stream of nitrogen parallel plate capacitor was mounted in a cryostat and its isolation and control of the sample thickness. The detector for the sample was the cryostat window. The temperature was varied from 25°C to −100°C in cooling steps of 5°C or 10°C.

### 2.6 Neutron spin echo (NSE) measurements

NSE measurements were performed on the pure HEUR hydrogels 25 wt% (aq) and on the hydrogels containing MNPs. In order to achieve maximum contrast and minimum incoherent background arising from the protonated material, we used heavy water (D\(_2\)O) as a solvent for the hydrogel samples. The measurements were performed using a J-NSE spectrometer in the FRMII research reactor in Garching, Germany\(^{29}\), in the \(q\)-range between 0.05 Å\(^{-1}\) and 0.21 Å\(^{-1}\) at a wavelength of 8 Å probing Fourier times up to 40 ns. The samples were mounted in a thermostat controlled sample environment at 25 °C.

### 3. Results and discussion

#### 3.1 Differential scanning calorimetry analysis of the nanocomposite HEUR-MNP hydrogels

The DSC heating curve of the pure HEUR hydrogels 25 wt% (aq) is shown in Fig. 2(a). Starting from −160 °C, we observe the glass transition temperature \(T_g\) step which is enlarged in the inset in Fig. 2(a). The glass transition of the PEO portion of the HEUR polymer is observed for all nanocomposites as seen in Fig. 2(b). With increasing MNP concentration, the \(T_g\) of the polymer slightly decreases from \(−78°C\) to \(−83 °C\), i.e. by few degrees. At higher temperatures, we observe an exothermic peak at \(−48°C\), which can be attributed to the cold crystallization of water.\(^{10}\)

The cold crystallization process was found in several kinds of polymer–water systems investigated by DSC, e.g. polysaccharide–water systems.\(^{31,32}\) It occurs typically when the material is cooled sufficiently fast, such that the crystallization dynamics is arrested before the phenomenon is completed during cooling. When mobility is regained during the subsequent heating, the crystallization process continues and gives an exothermic event. In particular, for the poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)–water system, which is similar to ours, it was found that the cold crystallization of the water for a system containing ~60 wt% of H\(_2\)O occurs at around ~45°C,\(^{16}\) which is in good agreement with the one we observe at ~48 °C. At ~4 °C, a deep endotherm
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occurs, accompanied by a shallower peak at $-9 \, ^\circ\text{C}$. They can be attributed to the melting of D$_2$O in the hydrogel. Please note that the heavy water (D$_2$O) used is expected to have a higher melting point than normal water. 31,33 Also in previous calorimetric studies on polymer membranes containing water, a “double” endotherm peak assigned to the melting of the water was found. 32,34 The peak at lower temperature was attributed to the melting of water clusters bound to the polymer, while the second one at higher temperature was associated with the “free” water molecules i.e. those which are not directly bound to the polymer. It was found that in a poly(HEMA) hydrogel, the state of the water can be divided into three categories: interfacial, bound and bulk water. 35 The latter one crystallizes to ice and probably gives rise to the deep endotherm at $4 \, ^\circ\text{C}$. The first two types supercool without crystallizing, remaining in the amorphous state, which is reflected by the presence of a lighted in blue in the inset in Fig. 2(a).

1 To ice and probably gives rise to the deep endotherm at $4 \, ^\circ\text{C}$. The first two types supercool without crystallizing, remaining in the amorphous state, which is reflected by the presence of a

3.2 Dielectric relaxation spectroscopy (DRS) analysis

The dielectric loss spectra recorded for the pure HEUR gel with 25 wt% (aq) are shown in Fig. 3 at the selected temperatures. At $-95 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ a prominent dielectric loss peak occurs at $\omega_{\text{max}} \sim 100 \, \text{Hz}$ for the pure HEUR hydrogel. Similar intense dielectric loss peaks have previously been found in other water containing systems, i.e. hydrogels, 35 protein solutions, 37 and hydrated PEO, where they were associated with the non-freezable water tightly bound to non-crystalline PEO segments. 38 Similar peaks were observed also in the dielectric relaxation spectra of ice. 39–41 According to Pathnathan and Johari, it is attributed to the thermally activated diffusion of molecules in supercooled water, which is identified as its $\tau$-relaxation process, and the relaxation peak is observed at 1 kHz at a temperature of $-95 \, ^\circ\text{C}$. As observed in Fig. 3 (black curve, indicated by a black arrow) and in Fig. 5, in addition to the main relaxation peak and partially hidden by it, there is a shoulder at $\omega_{\text{max}} \sim 3 \, \text{Hz}$. In the same frequency-temperature range a relaxation peak was found for the poly(HEMA) hydrogel 35 and was attributed to the breaking and reforming of the H-bonds in the polymer network, defined as the $\beta$-process. With increasing temperature, the contribution of the conductivity becomes visible, leading to a “shoulder” at low frequency, i.e. $\omega_{\text{max}} \sim 0.1 \, \text{Hz}$, (see Fig. 3). Nevertheless, an additional relaxation can be detected at low frequencies ($\omega_{\text{max}} \sim 1 \, \text{Hz}$) concealed to a large extent by the conductivity slope at low frequencies. Upon further increasing the temperature up to $T = -10 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ we observe a drastic change of the dielectric loss profiles which become flat in the low frequency range ($0.01 \, \text{Hz} < \omega_{\text{max}} < 1 \, \text{Hz}$) and do not show any relaxation peaks in the higher frequency range, i.e. $10 \, \text{Hz} < \omega_{\text{max}} < 10^5 \, \text{Hz}$ (note that the curves at $T = -10 \, ^\circ\text{C}$, $T = -5 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ and $T = 20 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ superimpose in Fig. 3).

In order to follow more closely the temperature evolution of the relaxation, we plot the $\varepsilon''$ values at selected fixed frequencies, as a function of temperature, which are shown for the pure hydrogel in Fig. 4. The step at $\sim -15 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ highlighted in Fig. 4 by a dashed line does not shift with frequency, meaning that in that temperature range a phase transition in the sample occurs. Looking at the DSC curve in Fig. 2(a), we observe that this temperature corresponds to the onset of the water melting (indicated by red lines in Fig. 2(a)). This means that the water melting in the gel is reflected in the dielectric loss spectra as a steep increase of the conductivity, as indicated by the high value of $\varepsilon''$ ($\sim 10^6$) at low frequencies ($\omega_{\text{max}} \sim 1 \, \text{Hz}$) (indicated by the green arrow in Fig. 4). The high values of $\varepsilon''$ ($\sim 10^6$) (Fig. S2 of the ESI†) at low frequencies at temperatures above $-25 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ are a sign of the electrode polarization process. 42 Therefore, the dielectric data between $-25 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ and $25 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ will not be discussed in detail.

![Fig. 3](image-url) Dielectric loss data of the pure HEUR hydrogel with 25 wt% (aq) in the temperature range between $-95 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ and $20 \, ^\circ\text{C}$. For clarity, only the curve at temperatures where significant changes in the DRS data occur is shown. The black arrow indicates the shoulder at $\sim 3 \, \text{Hz}$ at $-95 \, ^\circ\text{C}$, and the red one indicates the flat profile of the DRS data in the low frequency range.

![Fig. 4](image-url) Isochonal plot of the pure HEUR hydrogel 25 wt% (aq). The red dashed line indicates the position of the step at $\sim 15 \, ^\circ\text{C}$, indicating the phase transition observed in the DSC data.
here. By comparing the dielectric loss data of the pure HEUR hydrogel with the ones containing MNPs, as done in Fig. 5, it is possible to observe the influence of the MNP on the dielectric loss profile.

We now focus on the effect of the MNPs on the α-relaxation of water. This relaxation is visible in a rather wide temperature range. In Fig. 5, the corresponding ε'' peak is shown at two temperatures namely −95 °C and −65 °C. Interestingly, for the pure HEUR hydrogel and the hydrogel with 0.80 wt% MNP content, we observe only a very weak shoulder at ωmax ≈ 3 Hz (indicated by an arrow marked β in Fig. 5) at T = −95 °C. This peak is attributed to the β-process. According to the frequency-temperature range, to the assignment done by Pathnathan and Johari for poly(HEMA) hydrogels and to the relaxation process found by Huh and Cooper in polyurethane block polymers, this process is related to the motion of the dipolar segments −OH and −C=O along the C-O axis. The most prominent peak at −95 °C occurring at ωmax ≈ 100 Hz for the pure HEUR hydrogel and the one with 0.80 wt% MNP content is shifted to ωmax ≈ 20 Hz for the HEUR hydrogel with 0.46 wt% MNPs. A similar shift is also observed at −65 °C. This shift is not well understood. In order to quantify our results in terms of time scales as a function of temperature, we performed a fitting procedure. The dielectric loss data were fitted by a sum of Havriliak–Negami (HN) model function terms of the form:

\[ \varepsilon'(\omega) - \varepsilon_\infty = \frac{\Delta \varepsilon}{1 + (i\omega\tau_{\text{HN}})^{\alpha}} \]

where \( \tau_{\text{HN}} = 1/2\pi\omega_{\text{HN}} \) is the characteristic relaxation time of the process, \( \Delta \varepsilon = \varepsilon_\infty - \varepsilon_0 \) is the strength of the dielectric process, with \( \varepsilon_\infty \) being the dielectric constant at high frequencies and \( \varepsilon_0 \) being the vacuum permittivity, and the exponents \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) (\( \alpha > 0, \beta < 1 \)) are the shape exponents, corresponding to the width and asymmetry of the peak, respectively. Values \( \alpha = \beta = 1 \) correspond to the single relaxation time Debye peak. From the fitting, we extract the relaxation time at maximum \( \tau_{\text{max}} = 1/\omega_{\text{max}} \) of the processes as:

\[ \omega_{\text{max}} = \omega_{\text{HN}} \frac{\sin \left( \frac{(1 - \alpha)\pi}{2 + 2\beta} \right)}{\sin \left( \frac{(1 - \alpha)\beta\pi}{2 + 2\beta} \right)}^{1/(1-\alpha)} \]

The contribution of the conductivity in the temperature range between −80 °C and 25 °C is accounted for in the fit of the ε'' spectra by including a term of the form: \( \varepsilon''(\omega) = \varepsilon''_0 + \sigma(\omega)/(\varepsilon_0\omega) \), where \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the vacuum permittivity, \( \sigma \) is the dc-conductivity of the material and \( \varepsilon \) is an exponent with a value close to 1. The dielectric loss data in the temperature range, i.e. between −100 °C and −80 °C, are fitted with two HN functions, namely the β-process and the α-process related to D2O (the blue and the red peak in Fig. 6(a), respectively). At higher temperatures, the dielectric loss data are fitted with three HN functions taking into account the β-process, the α-process related to D2O and the α-process related to the polymer (magenta peak in Fig. 6(b)).

The α-relaxation of the polymer starts to be visible at −70 °C. For fitting the dielectric loss data at \( T > -80 °C \), the conductivity contribution is also taken into account (black line in Fig. 6(b)).

Fitting the dielectric loss data in this way allows us to construct the relaxation map, also called the Arrhenius plot, of all the relaxation processes occurring in the temperature range between −100 °C and −25 °C (Fig. 7). In the low temperature range, i.e. −100 °C < T < −25 °C, 2 processes are detected: one
between $-100 \degree C$ and $-25 \degree C$ and another one between $-100 \degree C$ and $-75 \degree C$ (visible up to $-70 \degree C$ for the sample with 0.46 wt% of MNPs). The first one is obtained collecting the relaxation times $\tau_{\text{max}}$ of the process shown in red in Fig. 6(a) and (b). Its temperature dependence follows the empirical Vogel-Fulcher-Tamman-Hesse (VFTH) model, characteristic of local, non-cooperative dynamics:

$$\tau = \tau_0 e^{\frac{E_A}{RT}}$$

where $\tau_0$, $B$ and $T_0$ are fitting parameters. $T_0$ is the so-called Vogel temperature which is related to the zero fraction of the free volume of the cooperatively rearranging region.\textsuperscript{45} It is usually 30–40 $\degree C$ below the glass transition. The VFTH temperature dependence is typical for cooperative processes, i.e. the $\alpha$-process. We assign this relaxation to the $\alpha$-process associated with the dynamic glass transition of the supercooled water. On the other hand, the second low-temperature process, characterized with the dynamic glass transition of the supercooled water, follows the Arrhenius temperature dependence, characteristic of the cooperative $\beta$-process:

$$\tau = \tau_0 e^{\frac{B}{T-T_0}}$$

where $E_A$ is the activation energy associated with the relaxation process and $R$ is the gas constant. The activation energies obtained from the fits are reported in Table 1. Because of the linear temperature dependence, the process occurring at low temperatures is a secondary process, usually related to localized motions of side chains. We assigned this process to the motion of the dipolar segments as $-$OH and $-$C$-$O along the C–O axis, namely the $\beta$-process. In our system, because of the presence of water, H-bonds are present between the water molecules and the hydroxyl ($-$OH) and carbonyl ($-$C$-$O) groups of the polymer chains. Thus, the activation energy of the $\beta$-process is determined by the breaking and reforming of the H-bonds in the hydrogel network. As seen in Table 1, the activation energy $E_A$ decreases with increasing MNP content. This means that the rotation of the $\alpha$-OH and $\alpha$-C$-$O groups becomes “easier” in terms of energy barrier. This effect might be explained considering the blob model adopted for star polymers by Halperin.\textsuperscript{46}

According to this model, the polymer chain can be described in terms of “blobs”, i.e. spherical regions occupied by segments of the polymer chain. The polymer concentration is higher nearby the branch point of the star polymer, which, in our case, is replaced by the hydrophobic domain. When the MNPs are added to the hydrogels, they interact mainly with the hydrophobic domains, being embedded into them. The increase of the hydrophobic domain size, due to the presence of the MNP clusters, leads to a “dilution” of the polymer concentration nearby the “branching point”. Therefore, the “blobs” feel less constrains, and as a consequence also the rotation of the polar groups $-$OH and $-$C$-$O becomes easier. The activation energies $E_A$ of the $\beta$-process are shown in Table 1.

With increasing temperature, we observe an additional process in the temperature range between $-70 \degree C$ and $-50 \degree C$ for the hydrogels with 0.46 wt% and 0.80 wt% MNP content, and between $-65 \degree C$ and $-35 \degree C$ for the pure HEUR hydrogel (25 wt% (aq)), which is partially hidden by the conductivity and the $\alpha$-water process. It is shown in one fit example in Fig. 6(b) (magenta curve). The relaxation time was measurable only at three temperatures and therefore it is not clear whether its trace in the activation plot (Fig. 7) is an Arrhenius or a VFTH one. Note however, that assuming a VFTH behavior, it corresponds well to the points related to the glass transition of the polymer as observed by DSC. Hence, we assign it to the $\alpha$-relaxation of the HEUR polymer, in particular to the PEO portion of the polymer chain.\textsuperscript{47,48} Further evidence for this assignment will be given upon the presentation of the results regarding segmental dynamics as observed by neutron spin echo. For the time being, we would like to point out that DSC shows a systematic acceleration of dynamics with MNP content (decrease of $T_g$) while DRS shows that the higher loading nanocomposite has slightly faster dynamics than its low loading counterpart. We will come back to this point later. By extrapolating the fitted VFTH lines to the time $\tau = 100 \text{ s}$, we get a measure of the glass transition temperature related to the supercooled water, namely the dielectric glass transition temperature $T_g$. The obtained values are shown in Table 1. These values are in agreement with the experimental $T_g$ values obtained by DSC.

**Table 1** For each sample listed in the first column, the glass transitions $T_g$ of the supercooled water ($\alpha$-water) and of the polymer ($\beta$-polymer) and the activation energies $E_A$ of the $\beta$-process for all the investigated hydrogels are reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$T_g$ (D$_2$O) $(\degree C)$</th>
<th>$T_g$ (D$_2$O) $(\degree C)$</th>
<th>$T_g$ (polymer) $(\degree C)$ (DSC)</th>
<th>$E_A$ ($\beta$) $(kJ \text{ mol}^{-1})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pure HEUR</td>
<td>$-119.3 \pm 2.3$</td>
<td>$-78$</td>
<td>$45.5 \pm 1.8$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hydrogel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+0.46 wt% MNPs</td>
<td>$-115.1 \pm 2.2$</td>
<td>$-81$</td>
<td>$39.2 \pm 2.4$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+0.80 wt% MNPs</td>
<td>$-124.5 \pm 5.2$</td>
<td>$-84$</td>
<td>$34.6 \pm 3.2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7 Arrhenius map showing: the $\alpha$-process related to the polymer chain including the NSE relaxation time at $q = 0.05 \text{ Å}^{-1}$ and the relaxation time at the $T_g$ (100 s) (the green arrow indicates the increase of the curvature at 0.80 wt% MNPs), and the $\beta$-process and the $\alpha$-process related to the supercooled water ($\alpha$-water). The lines are VFTH fits and the dashed ones are Arrhenius fits. The vertical blue line indicates the melting of D$_2$O detected by DSC.
The observed decrease of the $T_g$ with increasing MNP concentration (Fig. 2[b]) indicates an acceleration of the dynamics at $T \sim T_g$, therefore at long relaxation times $\tau$. This fact can be related to the change of the curvatures of the VFTH traces (Fig. 7). This curvature is often expressed in terms of the fragility index, which is a measure of the cooperativity of the dynamics, which reads:

$$m = \frac{d \log(\tau)}{d \left(\frac{T - T_g}{T}ight)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $T_g$ is the glass transition of the glass-forming material and $\tau$ is the relaxation time of the $\alpha$-relaxation. From the Arrhenius map in Fig. 7, we observe an increase of the relaxation times of the $\alpha$-relaxation, which reads:

$$\ln(\tau) = \frac{E_a}{R} - \frac{1}{T}$$

In order gain insights into the correlation between the charge transport mechanism and the segmental relaxation ($\alpha$-relaxation), the conductivity data collected in the DRS experiments turn to be useful. In Fig. 8, the real part of the conductivity $\sigma'$ is plotted as a function of frequency at $-55^\circ C$. The plateau in the conductivity at $\sim 10^{-1}$ Hz increases when MNPs are added to the pure HEUR hydrogel. However, for the intermediate MNP concentration (0.46 wt%), the plateau is higher than that for the composite having the highest MNP concentration (0.80 wt%). This suggests that the difference in the conductivity might be related to the difference in the polymer mobility (i.e., segmental motion) and not exclusively to the conductive nature of the MNPs. Indeed, according to the classical theory of ionic conductivity in a polymer, the conductivity of the polymer is inversely proportional to its segmental relaxation time $\tau_{\alpha}$. This means that ion motions are possible only when polymer segments undergo large amplitude rearrangements. In order to test this relation we compare the $\alpha$-relaxation process and the conductivity of all samples. We plot the plateau value of $\sigma'$ as a function of the relaxation times of the $\alpha$-relaxation, $\tau_{\alpha}$, for all samples (Fig. 9). The lines of the pure HEUR hydrogel and the nanocomposites do not coincide, meaning that a different relationship subsists between the conductivity and the $\alpha$-relaxation for the pure hydrogel and for the nanocomposites. On the other hand, the traces of the nanocomposite gels in Fig. 9 coincide. This means that the $\alpha$-relaxation of the polymer and the conductivity of the nanocomposites are directly coupled and they can be compared. Therefore, we can attribute the decrease of the conductivity observed for the nanocomposite with 0.80 wt% MNPs to a decrease of the segmental mobility of the polymer.

### 3.4 Neutron spin echo (NSE) measurements

In the NSE experiments the intermediate scattering function $S(q,t)$, which is the Fourier transform of the spectral function $S(q,\omega)$, is measured. In terms of the atomic coordinate expression, it reads like:

$$S(q, t) = N^{-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \langle \exp[-i \mathbf{r}_i(0) \cdot \mathbf{Q}] \exp[i \mathbf{r}_j(t) \cdot \mathbf{Q}] \rangle$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

It is usually expressed in the normalized form $S(q,t)/S(q,0)$, whereas $S(q,0)$ is the static scattering function (at $t = 0$) as measured in a SANS experiment:

$$S(q,0) = N^{-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \langle \exp[-i \mathbf{r}_i(0) \cdot \mathbf{Q}] \exp[i \mathbf{r}_j(0) \cdot \mathbf{Q}] \rangle$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

The probed intermediate scattering functions of the pure HEUR hydrogel measured at different $q$-values are shown in Fig. 10. The intermediate scattering functions of the pure HEUR hydrogel (25 wt% [aq]) decay exponentially with time in the $q$ range between 0.05 Å$^{-1}$ and 0.15 Å$^{-1}$, while for $q = 0.18$ Å$^{-1}$ and $q = 0.21$ Å$^{-1}$ they do not decay exponentially for longer Fourier times, as seen when comparing the data with a simple exponential decay (dashed line in Fig. 10).

The same result is found for the HEUR hydrogels containing MNPs (data shown in Fig. S3 of the ESI†). For a better understanding the intermediate scattering functions at $q = 0.21$ Å$^{-1}$ are compared in Fig. 11 for all investigated samples. It is observed that the time decay is slightly slowed down for the...
hydrogel with 0.80 wt% MNPs, i.e. the intermediate scattering function tends to zero more slowly than the one of the pure HEUR hydrogel with 25 wt% (aq). Detailed differences in the dynamic processes occurring in the investigated hydrogels in the nanosecond time-scale can be investigated by fitting the intermediate scattering function with an appropriate dynamic model.

From Fig. 10, it is possible to observe that the intermediate scattering functions for \( q > 0.08 \text{ Å}^{-1} \) clearly decay exponentially up to Fourier times of \( t \sim 20 \text{ ns} \). In contrast, for longer Fourier times the decay is strongly delayed, and at \( q = 0.21 \text{ Å}^{-1} \) and \( q = 0.18 \text{ Å}^{-1} \). The origin of this effect arises from the gel structure. In fact, the dynamics probed by NSE is dominated by the mesoscopic structure of charged gels, as well as the so-called “static inhomogeneities” in the intermediate scattering function, which, according to the Debye–Bueche formalism, reads:\(^54\)

\[
S(q) = \frac{S(q = 0)}{(1 + \xi_s q^2)^p}
\]

where \( \xi_s \) is the correlation length of static density fluctuations, and \( p = 2 \) is the exponent according to the Debye–Bueche theory. The ideal exponent \( p = 1 \) is valid for dilute polymer solutions, in which the thermal density fluctuations are dominant, according to the Orstein–Zernike formalism.\(^54\)

According to our scenario, this extra-scattering term arising from the static inhomogeneity was taken into account in the intermediate scattering function expression, in terms of a fraction of a non-decaying component \( P(q) \). Therefore, the intermediate scattering function expression reads:

\[
\frac{S(q,t)}{S(q,0)} = P(q) + [1 - P(q)]F(q,t)
\]

where \( 0 < P(q) < 1 \) and \( F(q,t) \) is a generalized time decay function.

The generalized decay function \( F(q,t) \) shown in eqn (9) is generally expressed in terms of the long-time behavior of the normalized intermediate scattering function, which is approximately described by the so-called stretched exponential function:

\[
F(q,t) \sim \exp[-(\Gamma t)^\beta]
\]

where \( \Gamma = 1/\tau \) is defined as the relaxation rate, with \( \tau \) being the relaxation time, or decaying time of the normalized intermediate scattering function, \( \beta \) is the stretching exponent, being 0.85 and 1 for the Zimm single chain motion (in the limit of short timescales) and for collective diffusion, respectively.

In the case of the investigated HEUR hydrogels, the intermediate scattering functions shown in Fig. 10 are well fitted using the Zimm model for the segmental dynamics of polymers in solution. It describes the dynamics of a Gaussian chain in terms of a bead spring model, and includes the hydrodynamic interaction between the chain segments.\(^55\) In particular, since we observed a time-decay up to Fourier-times of \( t \sim 20 \text{ ns} \) we used the limit of the short-time scale of the Zimm model, with \( \beta = 0.85 \).\(^56\)\(^57\) Therefore, taking into account the contribution of the “static inhomogeneities” to the intermediate scattering function time-decay, the total expression of the intermediate scattering function used to fit our data reads:

\[
\frac{S(q,t)}{S(q,0)} = P(q) + [1 - P(q)]\exp[-(\Gamma t)^{0.85}]
\]

The relaxation rates \( \Gamma \) obtained from the fits with eqn (11) divided by the square of the scattering vector \( q \) give the diffusion MNPs\(^7\) as an excess scattering, i.e. very high scattering intensity in the low-\( q \) region of \( I(q) \).\(^23\) According to earlier studies on the mesoscopic structure of charged gels,\(^52\) the scattering intensity in the low-\( q \) region of highly concentrated gels arises from solid-like density fluctuations, coming from an inhomogeneous distribution of crosslinks of the polymer network.\(^53\) The scattering from these so-called “static inhomogeneities” can be described by an additional term included in the scattering function, which, according to the Debye–Bueche formalism, reads:\(^54\)

\[
S(q) = \frac{S(q = 0)}{(1 + \xi_s q^2)^p}
\]

Fig. 10 Intermediate scattering functions of the pure HEUR hydrogel 25 wt% (aq). The red lines are the fitting curves (eqn (11)) while the dashed line represents a simple exponential decay at \( q = 0.21 \text{ Å}^{-1} \).

Fig. 11 Intermediate scattering functions of the pure HEUR hydrogel 25 wt% (aq) (black squares), with 0.46 wt% MNP content (red circles) and with 0.80 wt% MNP content (green triangles) in the time range between 0 and 10 ns at \( q = 0.21 \text{ Å}^{-1} \).
coefficients of the diffusing objects in the investigated systems. By plotting $\Gamma / q^2$ as a function of the scattering vector $q$ it is possible to investigate the probed dynamic regimes (Fig. 12).

As observed from the plot in Fig. 12, all investigated hydrogels exhibit two regimes: a diffusive region where $\Gamma \propto q^2$ in the $q$ range between 0.05 Å$^{-1}$ and 0.11 Å$^{-1}$ where the diffusion coefficient is a constant and a Zimm-like internal dynamic regime where $\Gamma \propto q^3$, in the $q$ range between 0.15 Å$^{-1}$ and 0.21 Å$^{-1}$.56 Indeed, the relaxation rate $\Gamma_z$ calculated in the Zimm model is given by:

$$\Gamma_z(q) = \frac{1}{6\pi \eta} k_BT q^3$$ (12)

which represents a straight line in the plot in Fig. 12. The dynamic cross-over from the $q^2$- to the $q^3$-regimes at $q^*$ (indicated by an arrow in Fig. 12), which is the length scale at which the two lines intersect, corresponds to 42 Å and indicates the dynamic separation of the gel at large length scales and the blob scattering at smaller length scales. This typical size of the blobs seems to be only weakly independent of the MNP concentration with values being larger for high concentrations. The work of Halperin on star polymers46 describes the field of blobs and the monomer density around their center. Close to the center the blobs are small due to the higher density, while in the remote regions the blobs are bigger. This principle is also valid in a good solvent, the number of monomers $N$ scales with the radius of gyration $R_g$, as $N \propto R_g^D$, where $D$ is the fractal dimension being 5/3.56 In our case, considering that $N_a \propto N$, and $\xi \propto R_g$, where $\xi$, being the region occupied by the blob, is given by:

$$\xi = \frac{r}{f^{1/2}}$$ (13)

with $f$ being the number of blobs within a spherical shell of radius $r$. The region occupied by the blob $\xi$ is also defined as “the blob size”. In our system, the distance $r$ is proportional to the distance between the hydrophobic domains, i.e. spacing $d = 2\pi / q_{\text{max}}$. Therefore, according to the theory of Leibler et al.,39 the relaxation times should show the following proportionality $\tau_R \propto [(d)^D]$. Therefore, the relaxation rate scales with the spacing like $\Gamma \sim d^{-10/3} \sim q_{\text{max}}^{10/3}$. The change of the SANS peak position $q_{\text{max}}$ is described in our previous work,20 and can now be compared to the different slopes in Fig. 10. Since we investigated by SANS only the nanocomposite containing 1 wt% MNPs, we consider the $q_{\text{max}}$ value at this concentration, which is close to 0.80 wt% (investigated by NSE). In particular we find that:

$$\frac{\text{Slope 1}}{\text{Slope 2}} = \left(\frac{q_{\text{max}}(\text{pure HEUR})}{q_{\text{max}}(1 \text{ wt% MNP})}\right)^{10/3}$$ (14)

where Slope 1 and Slope 2 refer to the slopes of $\Gamma / q^2$ vs. $q$ in Fig. 10 for the pure hydrogels and for the hydrogel containing 0.80 wt% MNPs. In either case we observe a factor of about 3, which supports our viewpoint. Therefore, embedding of the MNPs within the hydrophobic domains of the polymer network leads to an increase of the size of the largest blobs.

3.4.1 Contribution of the “scattering inhomogeneities” to the total scattering function. From the non-decaying component $P(q)$ obtained from the fitting of the decay curves of the investigated hydrogels, it is possible to calculate the static contribution $S_{\text{st}}(q)$ to the total scattering intensity $S(q)$ measured by us previously using SANS.20

Indeed, the total scattering intensity of a gel measured by SANS is given as an incoherent sum of the scattering from the static inhomogeneities, $S_{\text{st}}(q)$ and the scattering due to the thermal concentration fluctuations $S_{\text{fl}}(q)$ in the gel$^{61,62}$

$$S(q) = S_{\text{st}}(q) + S_{\text{fl}}(q)$$ (15)

following reported studies on static inhomogeneity in swollen gels.63–65 Thus, it is possible to calculate the static contribution $S_{\text{st}}(q)$ for the $q$ values investigated using NSE from the relation:

$$S_{\text{st}}(q) = P(q) \times S(q)$$ (16)

The obtained static contribution $S_{\text{st}}(q)$ to the total scattering intensity $S(q)$ of all the investigated hydrogels is shown in Fig. 13. Despite the few $q$ values for which it is possible to calculate $S_{\text{st}}(q)$ from the NSE data, it is possible to observe that $S_{\text{st}}(q)$ follows the shape of the $S(q)$ curve in the $q$-range where the correlation peak occurs, i.e. at $q_{\text{max}} \sim 0.062$ Å$^{-1}$. As explained in our previous SANS investigation of the HEUR hydrogel nanocomposites,20 the scattering intensity $S(q)$ shows
a correlation peak at \( q_{\text{max}} = 2\pi/d \), where \( d \) is the domain spacing, \textit{i.e.} the distance between the hydrophobic domains of the HEUR polymer network, having a width proportional to \( 1/\xi \), where \( \xi \) is the correlation length of the density fluctuations of the dense polymer network.\(^{66}\) The SANS data were fitted with a model where a simple power law describing the long range fluctuations and the Teubner–Strey (TS) theory\(^{67}\) were combined. The latter theory is a thermodynamic approach with a simple order parameter indicating essentially two major phases, \textit{i.e.} hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains. The used fit model reads:

\[
S(q) = A_1q^{-p} + \frac{A_2}{q_{\text{max}}^2 + \xi^{-2}} - 2(q_{\text{max}}^2 - \xi^{-2})q^2 + A_3\text{erf}^{12}(\frac{0.432qR_g}{(qR_g)^4}) + bgr
\]

(17)

where \( A_1, A_2, \) and \( A_3 \) are amplitudes of the three different contributions, \( p \) is the exponent of the power law at low \( q \) values, \( q_{\text{max}} \) is the position of the correlation peak, \( \xi \) is the correlation length, \( R_g \) is the radius of gyration of the scattering objects, \textit{i.e.} hydrophobic domains of the hydrogel network, with \( R_g \leq 2\pi/q_{\text{max}} \) and \( bgr \) is the constant background. The peak position \( q_{\text{max}} \) is defined as \( q_{\text{max}} = 2\pi/d \), where \( d \) is the distance between the hydrophobic domains, also called spacing. Erf denotes the error function.

We focus now on the pure HEUR hydrogel, and analyze the correlation length calculated from the bare SANS intensities and that of the deducted static scattering contribution. The correlation length determined in the analysis of the overall SANS scattering is \( \xi_{\text{SANS}} = (17.2 \pm 0.3) \text{ Å} \) whereas the correlation length of the frozen density fluctuations is \( \xi_{\text{NSE}} = (43 \pm 5) \text{ Å} \). In turn, this means that the system comes to a more structured state by the relaxation process. This suggests that the static scattering contribution \( S_{\text{st}}(q) \) arises from a more ordered system than the one which gives the total scattering intensity \( S(q) \), and it is therefore characterized by a longer correlation length \( \xi_{\text{NSE}} \). The TS fits on the main correlation peak at \( q_{\text{max}} \approx 0.062 \text{ Å}^{-1} \) cannot be performed for the static scattering contribution of the hydrogels containing MNPs, due to the interference of the second correlation peak of \( S(q) \) at \( q = 0.1 \text{ Å}^{-1} \) arising from the MNP clusters (Fig. 13(b)). This means that for the HEUR hydrogels containing MNPs, the MNP clusters contribute to the “frozen” inhomogeneities which cause the retardation in the time decay of the intermediate scattering function.

### 3.5 Comparison between the DRS and NSE results on the polymer segmental relaxation

The neutron spin echo (NSE) and the dielectric relaxation spectroscopy (DRS) probe the same type of dynamics, although at different time scales. Therefore it is should be possible to compare the NSE and the DRS results on the segmental dynamics of the HEUR polymer for all the investigated hydrogels. The NSE results are summarized in Fig. 12, where the relaxation rate is plotted as a function of \( q^2 \). At \( q > 0.15 \text{ Å}^{-1} \) we observe a decrease of the relaxation rate \( \Gamma \) for the sample with 0.80 wt% MNP concentration compared to the pure HEUR hydrogel. This addresses to the change of the biggest blob size in the system upon adding considerable MNPs to the system.

From the activation energies of the beta relaxation (Arrhenius, Fig. 7 and Table 1) we see the similar trend of changing blob sizes – just from the smallest blobs that act on the polymer segments in terms of differing monomer density. So the evidence of the blob field as a function of MNP concentration is given.

Quite astonishing was the conductivity, which increased strongly for the middle concentration of MNP, and dropped down for the highest MNP concentration. Apart from the blob interpretation we saw initial trends of interpretation from the conductivity/relaxation time plot (Fig. 9) that displayed different mechanisms for the system without and with MNPs. Following this plot (Fig. 9) on the fast relaxation times, and reading the relaxation times from the NSE data at higher \( Q \) (Fig. 12), one would expect two steps: from 0 to 0.46% MNPs the relaxation time does not change, but the mechanism of conductivity changes, which leads to a considerable increase of conductivity. From 0.46% to 0.80% of MNP, the relaxation time

\[
\rho \propto \frac{1}{\tau}
\]

where \( \tau \) is the relaxation time and \( \rho \) is the conductivity. From 0.46% to 0.80% of MNP, the relaxation time

\[
\tau \propto \frac{1}{\rho}
\]

This means that the system comes to a more structured state by the relaxation process. This suggests that the static scattering contribution \( S_{\text{st}}(q) \) arises from a more ordered system than the one which gives the total scattering intensity \( S(q) \), and it is therefore characterized by a longer correlation length \( \xi_{\text{NSE}} \). The TS fits on the main correlation peak at \( q_{\text{max}} \approx 0.062 \text{ Å}^{-1} \) cannot be performed for the static scattering contribution of the hydrogels containing MNPs, due to the interference of the second correlation peak of \( S(q) \) at \( q = 0.1 \text{ Å}^{-1} \) arising from the MNP clusters (Fig. 13(b)). This means that for the HEUR hydrogels containing MNPs, the MNP clusters contribute to the “frozen” inhomogeneities which cause the retardation in the time decay of the intermediate scattering function.

### 3.5 Comparison between the DRS and NSE results on the polymer segmental relaxation

The neutron spin echo (NSE) and the dielectric relaxation spectroscopy (DRS) probe the same type of dynamics, although at different time scales. Therefore it is should be possible to compare the NSE and the DRS results on the segmental dynamics of the HEUR polymer for all the investigated hydrogels. The NSE results are summarized in Fig. 12, where the relaxation rate is plotted as a function of \( q^2 \). At \( q > 0.15 \text{ Å}^{-1} \) we observe a decrease of the relaxation rate \( \Gamma \) for the sample with 0.80 wt% MNP concentration compared to the pure HEUR hydrogel. This addresses to the change of the biggest blob size in the system upon adding considerable MNPs to the system.

From the activation energies of the beta relaxation (Arrhenius, Fig. 7 and Table 1) we see the similar trend of changing blob sizes – just from the smallest blobs that act on the polymer segments in terms of differing monomer density. So the evidence of the blob field as a function of MNP concentration is given.

Quite astonishing was the conductivity, which increased strongly for the middle concentration of MNP, and dropped down for the highest MNP concentration. Apart from the blob interpretation we saw initial trends of interpretation from the conductivity/relaxation time plot (Fig. 9) that displayed different mechanisms for the system without and with MNPs. Following this plot (Fig. 9) on the fast relaxation times, and reading the relaxation times from the NSE data at higher \( Q \) (Fig. 12), one would expect two steps: from 0 to 0.46% MNPs the relaxation time does not change, but the mechanism of conductivity changes, which leads to a considerable increase of conductivity. From 0.46% to 0.80% of MNP, the relaxation time

\[
\rho \propto \frac{1}{\tau}
\]

where \( \tau \) is the relaxation time and \( \rho \) is the conductivity. From 0.46% to 0.80% of MNP, the relaxation time

\[
\tau \propto \frac{1}{\rho}
\]
increases, but the mechanism is identical, which leads to a moderately decreased conductivity. So, two competing trends finally can explain the conductivity dependence of our system.

4. Summary and conclusions

The dynamics of nanocomposite hydrogels composed of HEUR polymers and MNPs was investigated by DRS and NSE. From the DRS results, we detected three relaxation processes in the temperature range between −100 °C and −25 °C:

(1) The so-called α-water relaxation, associated with the glass transition of the super-cooled water inside the hydrogels. This relaxation is not affected by the MNPs. We have extracted the glass transition of the super-cooled water, listed in Table 1.

(2) The segmental polymer relaxation, the α-relaxation, related to the glass transition of the polymer. In calorimetry, we observe that the $T_g$ is decreased by $\sim 4$ °C with increasing MNP concentration (values of the $T_g$ shown in Table 1), indicating an acceleration of the segmental dynamics at long time scales ($\tau \sim 100$ s).

(3) The β-relaxation, which we relate to the rotation of dipolar segments like C–O and O–H, forming H-bonds with the water. We observe a decrease of the activation energy $E_A$ associated with this process, with increasing MNP concentration. This result suggests that the MNP clusters lead to an increase of the sizes of the hydrophobic domains, which results in a dilution of the polymer blobs near the hydrophobic domain. As a consequence, the mobility of the smallest blobs is higher. In contrast, the smallest blobs of the pure HEUR hydrogel freeze stepwise at low temperatures and effectively shorten the mobile connecting arms. This results in a more mobile network with suppressed collective motions.

In general, thanks to three different techniques, i.e. DSC, DRS and NSE, we can observe the different effects of the MNPs on the segmental dynamics of the polymer at different time and length scales. In particular, we observed:

(i) At long time scales ($\tau \sim 100$ s), probed by DSC: an acceleration of the segmental dynamics.

(ii) At intermediate time scales ($\tau \sim 10$ ms), probed by DRS: cross-over region, where the α-relaxation times of the different nanocomposites overlap.

(iii) At short time scales ($\tau \sim 10$ ns), probed by NSE: a deceleration of the segmental dynamics.

We explain this difference with the change of the curvature of VFTH traces, which is related to the cooperativity of the α-relaxation. We find an increase of the cooperativity with increasing MNP concentration. Therefore, the present systems qualify as absorbers for electromagnetic fields, since decreased energies or slowing down facilitates the energy dissipation. The addition of MNPs is a way to decrease the glass transition of the polymer, and therefore to modify the viscoelastic properties of the material.

Magnetic relaxation measurements could be an interesting investigation for the HEUR-MNP hydrogel systems, since they would give information about the relaxation of the dispersed nanoparticles and allow to distinguish between physically trapped and mobile nanoparticles. Moreover, NSE measurements carried out in paramagnetic mode would be of some interest in order to have additional insights into the dynamics of the MNPs. However, both types of measurements are beyond the scope of the present study.
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